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THEME UP AND· OUT 

What happens when a dozen scholars in as many 
disciplines exchange views on a common subject? Such a 
recent gathering at the State University of New York at Stony 
Brook brought together physicists, musicologists, artists, 
aistorians, mathematicians, sociolo@ists, writers and others. 
Their topic was ••• The Perception of Beauty. Their thinking 
together resulted in some profundities, some disagreement, some 
humor.,.and an exposition of the academic mind that might be 
described as ••• well, beautiful. 

Hi, everybody. This is Al Oickle and the program 
is "Here at Stony Brook. 1I Today, we'll be listening to a couple ... 
of Nobel Laureates, a Puliter Prize-winning poet and several 
other noted members of the~faculty, he~at Stony Brook, as 

~ 

they explore their perceptions of beauty. The program's moderator 
was Dr. C. N. Yang, Einstein professor of physics at the State 
University at Stony Brook. He gave the audience in the campus 
Art Gallery a hint, i~iS opening remarks, of how difficult the 
participants would find describing their perceptions of beauty. 
TAPE / Cassette 1, Side 1 - 028 - Yang: III know that ••• " 

to 037 - Yang "useless exercise." 
AFO ~IVE: Professor Yang, nevertheless, encouraged the panelists 
to eive their own definitions. Louis Sim~n, a professor of 
English, here at Stony Brook, and a Pulitzer Prize winner in poetry, 
had prepared his remarks. 
TAPE II Cassette 1, Side 1 - 047 - Simpson: "Beauty is a thing we ••• " 

ato 085 - Simpson: "before it is started." 
AFO .l,IVE: There was, of course, no danger that this conversation 
would end before it was started. Professor Simpeo~ent on(himself~ 
to give several definitions and uses of the word "beauty" .: ~ 

TAPEI Cassette 1, Side 1 - 180 -- Simpson: "On the high-school leve:f; 
to 199 - Simpson: "desire sets the artist to work." 

AFO ~IVE: Professor Simpson~eferred to several others who 
have defined beauty and then concluded: 
TAPE 1, Cassette 1, Side 1 -- 314 - Simpson: "Beauty is style ••• " 

to 319 -- Simpson: "we share with the universe." 
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AFO LIVE: this discussion at Stony Brook. 
a ,le1:) 1... U«..a -L l~ tt.u4ta( 

~J~~~~r~· examined the subject of beauty 

Charles Rosen was next in 

from many side the disappearance of beauty as~ 
II !DSGtable. I &&6 ••• --& su Ject for discussion! 

APEI Cassette 1, Side 1 - 331 -- Rosen: til would like to address ••• 11 

to 361 -- Rosen: "there was a convention for this.1f 
AFO LIVE: Professor Rosen went on to say that beauty has not existed -in aesthetics since the 18th Century. He adaed: 
TAPEI Cassette 1, Side 1 -- 424 - Rosen: "Let me put it in a simpler way ••• " 

to 443 -- Rosen - "you want for personal approval." 
AFO ,*YEj Professor Rosen introduced lito this discussion of beauty 
the subject of mathematics, which he described as being lJonly slightly 
outside the arts.1f 
TAPEI Cassette 1, Side 1 - 488 - Rosen: "I can remember one time ••• " 

to 515 - Rosen - "beauty appears as it rarely does. If 
_ AFO ~IVE: The discussion continued on the perception of ~eauty 

• iI' at the State University of New York at Stony Brook with two natural 
scientists, Dr. Maurice Goldhaber of the Brookhaven National Laboratory, 
who is an adjunct professor of physics at Stony Brook, and Dr. 
James Watson, the Nobel Laureate from the Cold Springs Harbor Laboratory. 
Dr. Goldhaber introduced some humor to the discussion: 
TAPEI Cassette 1, Side 1 - 538 - Goldhaber: "I recently ••• 11 

to 542 - Goldhaber: " ••• more complicated. tI (laughter) 
., AEg J:TJTEe. Dr. Goldhaber commented on science and beauty, compa~ 

mathematics and beauty, and quoted three well-known scientists: 
TAPEI Cassette 1, Tape 1, Side 1 - 576:- Goldhaber: "The famous Felix ••• rr 

to 623 - Goldhaber: n ••• called it even poetic." 
.. Alg r:T)lE: "0ne of them called it even poetic, rr Dr. GO~dha~r 

z:::a 
quotes, suggesting an even higher level of beauty. Nobel Laureate 
James Watson, in describing the Double Helix, his discovery"in 
structured DNA, advanced the idea of beauty as truth. 
TAPEI/ Cassette 1-1, Side 2 - 072 - Watson: "80 we were seeking ••• " 

to 074 - Watson: " ••• physics and chemistry." 
AFO LIVE: Dr. Watson went on to discuss exploring solutions to~e 
DNA problems, an ugly model and the beauty of the Double Helix idea: 
TAPEI Cassette 1, Side 2 - 200 - Watson: "And so we could immedlately see ••• " 

/ 
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truth.JI (Fast cut needed here.) 
_ AFO lIIVE: stat~ts about beauty, 

Professor Yang talked about Einstein's relativity ~eory and about 
a sense of religion: 
TAPEI Cassette 1, Side 2 - 330 - Yang: " ••• 1 would say in fact this ••• " 

to 339 - Yang: 1I ••• deeply religious sense." 
AFO LIVE: You are listening to the radio program, "Here at Stony Brook." • 
Today we are bringing you excerpts from a 2~-hour conversation about 
the perceptions of beaU~y faculty members and others, here at 
Stony Erook. Among the~ was Professor Patrick Heelan, 
a philosopher, who expanded the definition of beauty through the 
analogy of game-playing. 
~APEI Cassette 1, Side 2 -- 372 - Heelan: "The notion that ••• " 

to 380 - Heelap; " ••• a other things." 
412 -- Heelan~ 1Jame 'IS • ..... 
to 418 - "to participate in a liturgy." 
487: "Reflecting on what constitutes a game ••• " 
to 501 - JI ••• in ~ure, in pictures, and in math." 

AFO LIVE .. A mathematician, Professor Blaine Herbert Lawson, disagreed 
with Professor Heelan's characterization~ math as a game. 
TAPEI Cassette 1, Side 2 - 620 - Lawson: " ••• As a mathematician ••• " 

to 650 - Lawso~ - It .11 • • profoundly beautiful. II 

iiiiiI .... iiiiiIi.... SC1rol~OW )fff'(i~sSing th~&..b ~y. 
Here again fessor Charles Rosen after h~~~ ames 
Watson and philosopher Patrick Heelan: ~ ~ 

TAPE I Cassette 1, Side 2 -- 810 - Rosen: rr I must disagree ••• " 
to 853 - " ••• very dubious." (Laughter) 

AFO LIVE: Yes, Dr. Rosen has suggested, the uncertainty principle 
¢ holds also when artists_ft~empt to define perceptions of beauty. 

This discussion at the ~e University of New York at Stony Brook 
continued as others joined the conver ation. We have time t~ear .. 

~~.... Dr. Aldona Jonaitis, professor and head of th\ 
Department of Art here at Stony JrOO~ .. kA~«J«) d::L 
TAPEj Cassette 2, Side 1 -- 184 - 'fl"1~EeautifY. •• " 

to 212 - JOnaiti~Very often t~~~~hY of th¥ociety." 

.. 
A. F •. O_E.I .. V.L_:.~_~lIthefn prODfessWor

t 
Yan ated beauty<;r:inC; he drew A ~~ 

grs__ rom r. a son: 

http:truth.JI
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TAPEI Cassette 2, Side 1 - 264 - Watson: If I think I totally disagree ••• tl 

to 271 - Watson: ••• can't connect together. 1f 
/ 

TAPEI Cassette 2, Side 1 -- 481 - Yang: "I find that I must defenfnyself •• rr 
to 500 - Yang: 1I ••• to the pinnacle ••• etc. 11 through end of sentence. 

AFO LI~~: Towards the end of their,discussion, the Stony Brook scholars 
turned to the possibility that people are embarrassed to talk about beau 

e reason-- we cion t t usEi the wol1'd •• If 
word like beauty." 

of the C.N. 
epartment Physics: -

assette 2, Side 1, - 691 - Jo a · . 
- Yang: " ••• not being able to define what beauty is." 

AFO Live: Yes ••• we began with a question and we end with a question ••• 
..... E 

about the finit±on of beauty. How do you define beauty? 
THEME UP AND UNDER 

! 
.AFO LIVE:~ Ne~t week, we will be talking about teaching wibh four 
master teachers at the State University of New York, here at Stony Brook. 
I hope you will be here to enjoy it. Later this month, we will be 
talking about those special characteristics of this holiday season ••• 

. ./ 

faith and hope and optimism, with a physicist who writes poetry. And 
before 1982 ends, Here at Stony Brook will take a look back at the year 
with some of our faculty members. Unti~ext week,then, this is Al Oickle. 
So long, everybody. , 

~~.~ ?~~l
Y~T~~~~ ~ 
• 
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THErJ1E UP AND OUT 

What happens when a dozen scholars in as many 
disciplines exchfu~ge views on a common subject? Such a 

recent gathering at the State University of He',., York at Stony 

Brook brought together physicists, musicologists, artists, 
historians, ma~hematicians, socioloQists, v~iters and others. 

Their topic was ••• ?ae Perception of Beauty~ Their thinking 

together resulted in some profundities, some· disagreement, sone 

humor.,.and an exposition of the academic mind that might be 
described as ••• well, beautiful. 

Hi, everybody. This is Al Oickle and the program 
is "Here at Stony ~rook." Today, we'll be listening to a couple 
of Nobel Laureates, a Puliter Prize-.winning poet and several 
other noted members of the faculty, he~e at Stony Brook, as 
they' explore their perceptions of beauty. The program's moderator 
was Dr. C. H. Yang, Einstein professor of pbysics at the State 
University at Stony Brook. He gave the audience in the campus 
Art Gallery a hint, inhisopening remarks, of how difficult the 

:" participants would find describing their perceptions of· beauty. 

TAPE / Cassette 1 , ,~?ide l ' - 028 - Yangt HI know that ••• n 

to 037 ..; · Yang "useless exercise.," 
AFO l.IVE: Professor Yang, nevertheles8~ encouraged the panelists 
to -give their own definitionSeLouis Simpesn, a professor of 

, . 

English, here at Stony Brook, and a ?ulit'zer Prize \-linner in poetry, 

had. prepared his remarks •. 

. TAPE / / Cassette 1 t Side 1 .., 04-7 - Simpsqn: "Beauty is a thing \'le~ .... 1f 

no 085 ~ Simpson: , "before it is stru:·ted. ft . . 

APO ~IVE: There waSt of course, no danger ' that this conversation 
would end before it \.,as sta~ted. -Professor S.impson \'lent on him~elf 
to gi va ~ several definitions and uses of the \10rd Ubeautyl': 

TAPEI Casset_te 1, Side 1 - 180 -- Simpson: nOn "the high-school levelx" 

to 199 - Simpson: "desire sets the artist to \<)'ork. n 

' AFO' ~IVE: Professor Simpson sreferred to several others who 
have defined beauty and then concluded: 
TAPE 1, Cassette 1, Side 1 --- 314- - Simpson: "Beauty is style ••• " 

to 319 - " Simpson: u we share with the universe." 

... 
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APO LI~rE: Charles Rosen was next in this discussion at Stony Brook. 
A DU3icologist, a classifcal pianist, a 
___________________ , he examined the subject of beauty 

froD 2~y sides and eMB«zR~ traced the disappearance of beauty as 
1"'~~DO~A 
a/aiilL~~tx subject for discussion. 

TAE?/ Cassette 1, Side 1 - 33'1 -- Rosen: uI would like to address ••• " 
to 361 - Rosen: "there \'las a convention for this. U 

MO LIVE: Professor Rosen ~ient on to s'ay that beauty has not existed 

in aesthetics since the 18th Century. He added: 

TAPE/ Cassette 1, Side 1 -- 424 - Rosen: tfLet De put it in a simpler way ••• 
.... 

to 443 -- Rosen - ttyou vlant for personal approval. n 

.:'30 AIE: Professor .Rosen introduced to this discussion of beauty 

the subjec~ of mathematics, which he described as being Honly slightly 
outside the qrts." 

T.~3/ Cassette 1, Side 1 - 488 - Rosen: HI can remember one tiC!e ••• II 
to 515 - Rosen - Ubeauty appears as it rarely does. 1f 

APO AIVE: The aiscuSSion LcontinuedJPn the perception ~f aeauty I 
~ at the State University of Ne~tf York at Stony E·rook \-lith two natural 

scientists, Dr. 'Haurice Goldhaber of the Brookhaven National Laboratory, 

who is an adju~.ct professor of physics at St·:;ny Brook, and Dr. 

J~e8 Watson, the Nobel Laureate from the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. 
Dr. Goldhaber introduced some humor to the discussion: 
TAPE/ ' Cassette 1, Side 1 - 538 - Goldhaber: HI recently ••• 11 

to 542 - Goldhaber: H ••• more· complicated.H (laughter) 
k'""O ~IVE: Dr. ' Goldhaber 'commented on science "' fu"'1d beauty,. c~mpD""''II''aII~ 

mathematics and beauty, and quoted three wel1~known scientists: 

TAPE/ Cassette 1, Tape 1" Side 1 - 576:-- Goldhaber: "The famous Felix .... H 

to 623 - Goldhabert n ••• called.it even poetic." 
.;\..]'0 LIVE: II Cne of them called .i t even poetic, II Dr ~ • Go haaer 

quotes, suggesting an even higher level of beauty~ Nobel Laureate 
Jaces Watson, in describing the Double Helix, his discovery in 

atruct~rred DNA, advance~ the idea of beauty as truth. 

TltJ1E/ / Cassette 2 1, Side 2 - 072 - Watson ~ "So we were seeking ••• U 

to 0'74 - 1,iatson: IF ..... physics and. chemistry .. " 

ASO LIE: Dr. Watson \'lent on to discuss eJ...'J)loring solutions to 1he· 
. 1" 

DliA problems, an ugly' nodel and the beauty of the Double Helix.-·:ldea: 
TAPZ/ Cassette 1 ~ Side 2 - 200 1:1atson: nAnd ~n 'WA ~f\1l1 rl ; mm.orl~o+-ol"C7' .,.,. ........ 

..; 
~-: 

tt 

http:called.it
http:adjur:.ct
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to 228 - \1atson: ltIt had to be truth. n (Fast cut needed here .. 
AFO ~IVE: Reacting to his fellow physicists' statesments about beauty, 
Professor Yang talked about Einstein's relativity theory and about 
a sense 9f religion: 
TAPEI Cassetta 1, Side 2 - 330 - Yang: tI ••• I \iould say in fact this .... rr 

to 339 - Yan.g: 11 .... deeply religious sense.,. tl 

APO -LIVE: You are listening to the radio program, "Here at Stony Brook." 
Today we are bringing you excerpts from a 2~hour conversation about 

< the perceptions of beauty held by faculty members and others, here at 
Stony Erook. Among the speakers was Professor Patrick Heelan, 

- a philosopher; who expanded the definition of beauty through the 
ana~ogy of game~playing. 

E!~\PE/ Cassette 1 t Side 2 - 372 - Heelan: ttT:Y1e notion that ••• 1t 

t 380 !T 1 tr d th J-h· tI o - nee an: ••• an 0 er ~ lngs. 

412 -- Heelan; rtGames t then .. c'. " 

to -418 - Jtt~ participate in a liturgy.ll 
487: uReflecting on what constitutes a game ••• " 
to 501 - " ••• in literature, in pictures, and in math"," 

AFO LIVE: A mathematician, Professor Blaine Herbert Lawson, disagreed 
with Profe;gsor Eeela!t.~s characterization cf math as a game. 

'"' 
,~ . TAPEI Cassette 1, Side 2 - 620 - Lawson~ " •• • As a mathematician ••• tJ 

-to 650 - Lawson - n ••• coprofouridly beautiful." 
__ ~O LIVE:- . Scholars nO'4 are discussing theperceptionof beauty. 

Here again is Professor Charles Rosen after hearing physicist Ja.!11es 
. Watson and philosopher Patrick Heelan: 
TAPE / Cassette 1, Side 2 -- 810 - Rosen: 1fT think I L1usi; disagree ••• u 

to 853 - u ••• very dubiouse lt (La~ghter) 
AFO LIVEi Yes, Dr. Rosen has suggssted t the uncertainty principle 
holds also when artists attempt to define perceptions of beauty. 

This discussion at the Saate University of New York at Stony Brook 
continued as· others joined the conversation. We have ti~e tohear a 
few. .Here is Dr. Aldona Jonaitis, a professor a.i.d head of the 

Department _of Art here at Stony Brook: 
TAPEj Cassette 2, Side 1 -- 184 - n. to> • \vha t is beautiful .... U 

to 212 - Jonaitis: 1I .... very often the heirarchy of thesociety." 
a~ain ~elicion 

~~O LIVE; When Professor Yang-reIated beauty to p~easure+ he drew 

http:8.Dm:A.FO
http:liturgy.ll
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mo\::>""'" C '.L.. 2 COd 1 2' 64 F "- ItI tbO 'f_ I ~ .L- 11"' dO,.., rr '.l._~J:.,/ asse;;r;e ,01 e - ..... - ,Val."Son: ... ln1."~ "Cova Y lvagree ••• 

to 271 - ilatson HII 
If ••• can· t connect together. II 

T.:..ir'D"p,/ C -«- • ~~ - asse v-ce 2, Side 1 -- 481 - Yang: "I find that I must defend41yself •• " 
t c("\/\ y • If t th -\ 1 t" thr ' d'" t o /vv - aug • ••• 0 ~e p~nnac e ••• e c. ougn en 01 sen ence. 

AFO LIVE: Towards the end of their discussion, the Stony Brook scholar2 
turned to the possibility that peopee are embarrassed to talk about beauty. 
Professor Patrick Heela."rl explains: 

:' TAP 3/ / Cassette 2, Side 1 - 620 - Heelan: , "The reason "(Ie d,on t t use the \qord •• If 

to 624 - Healan:* It ••• one little \vord like beauty. tJ 

AYO LIVE: There followed this final rush of opinions, offered first 
by ?rofesor Aldana Jonaitis of the Department of Art, Professor 
G~adys Lang of the Departnent of Sociology and, finally, Professor C.n. 
y~ of the Department of Physics: 
TA1?E/ / Cassette 2, Side J,':, - 691 - Jonaitis: "\'lhen Rockefeeler ••• II 

,~ 

to 707 - Yang: rt ••• not being able to define \"hat beauty is. If 

A:20 Live: Yes .... '.-'18 began with a question and we end Ylith a question ••• 

"about the definition of beauty. How do you define beauty? 
TH;:1E UP AND UNDER 

APO LIVE: 1 Next \-leek, we will be talking about teaching wihh four

master teachers at the State ,University of New York, here at Ztony Brook. 
I hope YOll will be hare ,-j;o enjoy it. Later this month, we t'/ill be 

talking about those special characteristics of this holiday season ••• 
faith.and hope and optimism, with a physicist·who \vrites poetry_ And' 

before 1982 ends", Here at Stony Brook \'lill take a look back at the yea:.c

with some of our faculty members. Untilnext week,then, this is Al Oickl~~ " 
r:~;-~Ct:.,~~~=- · 

So -long,everybody. "1 ", 

'\ .. 
"" ",., 
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